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COMMENTS OF THE VOICE ON THE NET COALITION
The Voice on the Net Coalition (“VON”) 1 respectfully files these comments in response
to the Commission’s Public Notice seeking to refresh the record regarding the ability of voice
service providers to block illegal robocalls. 2 VON supports efforts to eliminate illegal robocalls
but reiterates 3 its concerns about a safe harbor for voice service providers that block legal calls. 4
The establishment of a safe harbor for erroneous call blocking would represent a
significant reversal of longstanding FCC policy, and the absence of such a provision has already
advanced the “development of better call blocking tools.” 5 Further, without a safe harbor, the
FCC can and should exercise prosecutorial discretion in cases of over-blocking.
1. A safe harbor for call blocking would be an unwarranted change in longstanding FCC
policy.
The FCC has resisted giving voice service providers free reign in determining which calls
they can block. In last year’s Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking,
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while outlining the limited circumstances in which providers may block calls, the FCC
specifically declined to adopt a safe harbor for lack of a “sufficiently developed record on the
subject.” 6 Since then, nothing has changed that would warrant a shift from this approach.
Instead, the FCC should defer judgment on a safe harbor until SHAKEN/STIR 7 is fully
implemented and its results studied. SHAKEN/STIR may be a more effective solution, and,
unlike a broad safe harbor approach, does not degrade the utility of the voice network.
2. Absence of a safe harbor pushes carriers to improve their call blocking techniques.
Without a safe harbor for overly-broad and potentially clumsy call blocking techniques,
carriers are rightfully under pressure to improve their current call screening measures. The
FCC’s deferral on a safe harbor has already led to the advent and implementation of advanced
call screening approaches and more agile algorithms from voice service providers. Without a
safe harbor, call blocking solutions will continue to improve while still defaulting to allow
legitimate calls to reach their intended recipients.
3. The public is better served by the exercise of prosecutorial discretion.
The FCC holds broad prosecutorial discretion in enforcement proceedings. 8 As new call
blocking strategies enter the marketplace, the FCC can and should reasonably exercise its
discretion. However, this prosecutorial discretion may not be available under a safe harbor
regime. The FCC would not be able to protect legitimate callers and their intended recipients
against a voice provider with a proclivity for overzealous blocking if that provider’s actions
technically fall within safe harbor parameters.
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CONCLUSION
Over-blocking has serious consequences: “[R]eal people will be hurt, be inconvenienced,
or lose opportunities from overaggressive call blocking mechanisms.” 9 The VON Coalition
supports the Commission’s efforts to eliminate illegal robocalls but remains concerned about the
potential negative outcomes of a call blocking safe harbor.
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